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[1.0] INTRODUCTION
Victory in the West is a set of regiment/battalion
that
of critical campaigns
level simulations

occurred on the western German frontier in
fall and winter of 1944-1945. Each of the games
this set simulates an engagement between
Allied and German forces in a period that was
mark the beginning of the end
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[2.0] GAME EQUIPMENT
CASES:
[2.1] THE GAME MAPS AND CHARTS
Each Game-Map is a 22”

x 34” representation of

ARTILLERY
Front (only)

The cardboard pieces represent the actual military
units that took part in the simulated engagements.
Each ‘‘counter’’ contains certain information that
is vital to the play of the game.
[2.21]
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Each game’s countermix includes forces from
various nationalities and armies. Each nationality
is portrayed by acolor unique to that force.
[2.22]
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,

the battlefields over which the simulated campaigns were fought. A hexagonal grid is printed on
the maps to regulate movement and placement of
playing pieces. Also printed on the map or in the
rules are charts and various visual aids.
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B. Strategic Movement Segment: The Allied
Player may move all of his eligible units by
employing strategic movement. (No unit may
move both tactically and strategically in the

A Note on Unit Designations and Types:
1. In all games, a unit’s designation plays an important role. Thus, it is absolutely necessary
that Players familiarize themselves with the
reading of unit designations. For the most part, a
unit’s regimental number {or, in the case of some
is
its battalion number)
smaller formations,
printed on the left-hand side of the counter opposite the unit’s type classification. The numbers
across the top of each counter are given in the sequence division/corps (or, in the case of corps
level troops, simply by corps number).
2. In the game Patton’s Third Army, a German
unit belonging to the Metz garrison has the letter
‘M1’? printed on its left hand side, opposite its type

“ symbology.

3. A unit's size plays an important role in combat:
II = Battalion; III = Regiment; X = Brigade.
[2.23]

Summary of Unit Types

Front

MP/3

15 eIz

1-12

Back

Mechanized

Tank

64/12

8

Mech Infantry

fe

1-12

Game

Game-Turn

Turn

same Player-Turn.)
3.

34" game-map
22"
200 die-cut counter-sheet
8 page standard rules booklet
4 page exclusive rules booklet
6-sided dice (non-subscription edition only)
Game box assembly (non-subscription edition
only)

If any of these parts are missing or damaged,
please fill out the enclosed Complaint Card and
return it to SPI. Note that, although the process
used to manufacture the counters sometimes
results in minor imperfections, SPI can supply
replacement parts only in cases of gross error and
illegibility.
Should you have any difficulty interpreting
the rules, please write to SP1, phrasing your questions so they can be answered by a simple sentence,
word, or phrase. You must enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope. Write to:
SPI
Rules Questions Editor for
Patton’s Third Army
257 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10010

[|
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[3.0] GLOSSARY
Combat Class:

A letter (A, B, or C) expressing the

relative size of a unit in terms of manpower.
Combat Strength: A quantification of a unit’s
strength in attack and defense,

Morale Level: A quantification of a unit’s skill in
combat; the higher the number, the greater the
chance of the unit being strong.
Movement Allowance: A quantification of a
unit’s mobility expressed in Movement Points.
Strength Chit: A marker carried under most
combat units that determines the Combat Strength
of the unit ‘‘carrying’’ the chit. Strength chits are

Artillery

always

hidden

from

the Enemy

the moment of combat.

Player except

at

Anti-Tank

Markers

Strength Chit

2
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12th Corps
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2

4

U.S. Support Marker

SEQUENCE OF PLAY

2.

Movement Phase

except

As in Allied Player-Turn,
may move.
3.

German

units |

Combat Phase

Asin Allied Player-Turn, except German units altack.

C. GAME-TURN INDICATION STAGE
The Game-Turn marker is advanced on the GameTurn Track to indicate the start of a new GameTurn.

[5.0] MOVEMENT
During the Movement Phase, the Phasing Player
may move as many or as few units as he desires.
Movement is calculated in terms of Movement
Points, which are expended in varying amounts as
a unit moves from hex to hex depending on terrain. As long as a unit’s Movement Allowance 1s
not exceeded in a single Movement Phase, it may
be moved as many or as few hexes as desired.
Unused Movement Points may not be accumulated or transferred to another unit. Movement is
inhibited by the presence of Enemy units. A unil’s
movement may also be affected by whether that
unit is mechanized or non-mechanized, by its supply status, and by whether it is executing tactical or
strategic movement.

PROCEDURE:
During the Movement Phase, the Phasing Player
may move his units in any order he wishes. Eligible
units are moved individually, tracing a path of
contiguous hexes through the hexgrid. Once a
Player begins moving a particular unit, he must
complete its movement before any other unit is
moved. Units expend Movement Points from their
Movement Allowance for each hex entered (or
hexside crossed) according to the type of terrain in

[5.1] HOW TO MOVE UNITS

[4.1] THE GAME-TURN

[5.11] During a Movement Phase, all, some or
none of the Phasing Player’s units may be moved.
Movement Point costs are summarized on the Terrain Effects Chart (5.62).
[5.12] Combat may never occur during the Movement Phase.

is played

in

Game-Turns,

Each

game

[4.2]

GAME-TURN
SEQUENCE OUTLINE

each

of

which consists of two Player-Turns (one Allied
and the other German). The Player whose PlayerTurn is in progress is termed the Phasing Player.

1. Matual Supply Determination Phase
Both Players determine the supply status
their units on the map.

ILE

Isolated

2.

Mud

As in Allied Player-Turn.

CASES:

as

A. ALLIED PLAYER-TURN

Out of Supply

Supply

1. Mutual Supply Determination Phase

CASES:

strictly
proceed
must
Game-Turn
Each
described in the following Game-Turn outline:
Out of

PLAYER-TURN

the hex.

[4.0]

rC4

GERMAN

B.

GENERAL RULE:

Reconnaissance

Self-Propelled Artillery

Phase

Allied units must attack adjacent German units as
per the combat rules.

[2.3] PARTS INVENTORY
1
1
1
1
2
1

Combat

(5.13] During his Movement Phase, the Phasing
Player must decide if each of his units will move
tactically or strategically, if they move at all (see
§.4and 5.5).

[5.2] MOVEMENT
of all

Movement Phase
A. Tactical Movement Segment; The Allied
Player may move all of his eligible units by
employing tactical movement.

INHIBITIONS

[5.21] A unit may never enter a hex occupied by
an Enemy unit.

[5.22]

A unit must stop immediately upon enter-

ing an Enemy-controlled

hex

(see 6.0) and

may

move no further during that Movement Phase.
However, a unit may leave an Enemy-controlled
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hex at the beginning of its Movement Phase by expending one-half of its Movement Allowance
(round fractions down) in addition to the cost of
the terrain in the hex entered. Such a movement
may only be accomplished if the unit moves directly into a hex that is not Enemy-controlled. Fur-

thermore, a unit may never enter another Enemy

Zone of Control in the Phase in which it exits an
Enemy-controlled hex.
[5.23] A unit may expend all, some, or none of its
Movement Points ina single Movement Phase.
[5.24] Advances or retreats due to combat are not
movement and do not expend Movement Points.

[5.25]

As

long

as it does

not

move

from

one

Enemy Zone of Control to another, a nonmechanized unit may always move at least one hex

per Friendly Movement Phase, even if it does not
possess enough Movement Points to accomplish
this movement.

[5.3] UNIT MOVEMENT CLASSES
(5.31] Each unit belongs to one of two movement
classes: mechanized or non-mechanized. Mechanized units are tank, mechanized infantry, selfpropelled artillery, or reconnaissance. Non-mechanized unils include all other types.

[5.32] Mechanized and non-mechanized units pay
different Movement Point costs for each hex
entered or hexside crossed (see 5.62).

[5.4] TACTICAL MOVEMENT
(5.41] Ina Friendly Movement Phase, a given unit
may employ either tactical or strategic movement,
bur never both, When using tactical movement, a
unit may enter Enemy Zones of Control and perform combat in the ensuing Combat Phase.

[5:42] A unit using tactical movement employs its

printed Movement Allowance and the Movement
Point cost for each type of hex entered (or hexside
crossed) as summarized on the Terrain Effects

Chart.

[5.43] Any unit which enters a hex through a hexside crossed by a road while employing tactical
movement may ignore the normal Movement

Point cost of that hex (and hexside, if applicable)
and pay one Movement Point only to enter the
hex.

[5.44] The Tactical Movement Segment is the first
Segment in a Player’s Movement
Movement
Phase. However, Players are not obligated to

adhere rigidly to the sequence of moving units first
tactically and then strategically. The sequence is
structured in this fashion simply to help Players
remember how units have been moved. Units may
be moved by either method in any order the Phasing Flayer desires.

[5.5] STRATEGIC MOVEMENT
[5.51] Ina Friendly Movement Phase, a given unit
may employ either tactical or strategic movement,
but never both. A unit may only employ strategic
movement if it remains at least three hexes away
from Enemy units at all times during the Movement Segment (including at the start and at the end
of the Segment). In order to count the distance
from an Enemy unit to a moving unit, count from
the Enemy unit’s hex (exclusive) to the moving
unit’s hex (inclusive).
The example at right represents a permissible execution of strategic movement. Note that if the

moving unit began the Segment in hex A (or moved into hex A during the course of the Segment),
strategic movement would not be permitted.

[5.52] A unit using strategic movement employs
its printed Movemenr Allowance and the Movement Point cost for each type of hex entered (or
hexside crossed) as summarized on the Terrain Ef-

fects Chart.

However,

units employing

strategic

movement may use the Movement Point bonuses
provided by roads. For example, a mechanized
unit moving along a road would only spend % ofa
Movement Point per hex entered when employing
this type of movement. However, note that a road
benefit is only provided if a unit enters a hex
through a hexside containing a road feature.

[5.6] EFFECTS OF TERRAIN
ON MOVEMENT
Mechanized units may not cross river hex-

[5.61]

sides unless these hexsides are traversed by roads.
This movement may be accomplished either tactically or strategically.
[5.62]

Terrain Effects Chart
(see charts and tables)

Friendly

units

never

pays an additional

cost

to

enter an Enemy-controlled hex. However, units do
pay a Movement Point penalty to leave an Enemycontrolled hex (see 6,32).

[6.23] No terrain ever affects Zones of Control.
There is no additional effect in having more than

one unit exert its Zone of Control into a given hex.

[6.3] ZONES OF CONTROL
AND MOVEMENT

(6.31] All units must cease movement immediately upon entering an Enemy Zone of Control.
Such units may move no further during the Movement Phase.
(6.32]

A unit occupying an Enemy-controlled hex

that hex, but only if it moves

[5.71] A Friendly unit may move through hexes
occupied by other Friendly units at no additional
Movement Point cost. There is no limit to the
of

A.unit

[6.22]

at the beginning of its Movement Phase may leave

[5.7] EFFECTS OF OTHER FRIENDLY
UNITS ON MOVEMENT

number

25

that

may

be

moved

through a particular hex during a Movement
Phase. However, there are limitations with regard
to the number of Friendly units that may end the
Movement Phase ‘‘stacked’’ in the same hex (see

7.1).

[5.72] Friendly-controlled hexes never
with the movement of Friendly units.

interfere

directly into a hex

that is not Enemy-controlled. Units may not move
directly from one Enemy-controlled
hex to
another, except as a result of combat. When a unit
exits an Enemy-controlled hex at the beginning of
the Movement Phase, it must expend one-half of
its Movement Allowance (round fractions down)
plus the terrain cost of the hex entered. If a unit’s
Movement Allowance has been reduced due to
supply, this Movement Point penalty is equal to
one-half the unit’s modified (not printed) Movement Allowance. Remember that if a unit exits an
Enemy Zone of Control inthe Movement Phase, it
may not enter another Enemy-controlled hex for
the duration of this Phase.
[6.33]

A unit may move without penalty into and

through hexes that are adjacent to units that do
not exert Zones of Control.
[6.34] Friendly units do not negate Enemy Zones
of Control in the hexes they occupy for the pur-

[6.0] ZONES OF CONTROL
GENERAL RULE:

poses of movement.

The six hexes immediately surrounding a unit (or
stack) constitute that unit’s Zone of Control.
Zones of Control affect movement, combat, and
supply. Hexes upon which units exert Zones of
Control are called ‘‘controlled hexes.’’

[6.4] ZONES OF CONTROL
AND COMBAT
Friendly units do not negate Enemy Zones of Control in the hexes they occupy for the purposes of
tracing paths of retreat (see 9.9).

[6.5] ZONES OF CONTROL
AND SUPPLY

CASES:

[6.1] WHICH UNITS EXERT
ZONES OF CONTROL

[6.51] An Enemy-controlled or Enemy-occupied
hex blocks the tracing of Friendly supply through

All units exert Zones of Control except cadre, ar-

that hex (Exception:

[6.2] EFFECTIVENESS OF
ZONES OF CONTROL

[6.52] Friendly units (not Friendly Zones of Control) negate the presence of Enemy Zones of Control in the hexes they occupy for the purposes of
tracing supply.

tillery, and battalion-size units.

[6.21]

Any unit that exerts

a Zone of Control ex-

erts it at all times during the Game-Turn
tion: See Case 9.97°‘2"").

See Case 6.52).

(Excep-

[7.0]

STACKING

GENERAL RULE:
A maximum of three units may end the Friendly
Movement Phase stacked in the same hex.

CASES:

[7.1]

STACKING RESTRICTIONS

[7.11] Stacking restrictions apply only at the end
of a Friendly Movement Phase. During a Movement Phase, Friendly units may freely enter and
pass through stacks to an unlimited degree. If
stacks of units exceed stacking restrictions at the
end of a Friendly Movement Phase, the excess
must be eliminated by the owning Player.

[7.12] There is no Movement
or unstack.
[7.13]

Point cost to stack

A cadre unit counts as a battalion-size unit,

regardless of its original size.

[7.2] STACKING AND COMBAT
[7.21] No more than one regiment or brigadesized unit may attack from or be attacked in any
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single hex during a given Combat Phase. (Exception: Up to 3 artillery brigades may provide ‘‘Support’’ [see 9.6] from the same hex). All battalionsized units in a hex must always attack or be at-

tacked.

(7.22] When more than one regiment or brigade is
in a single hex, the owning Player may choose
which units will participate in combat immediately
before the resolution of the combat. Units that do
not participate in any combat but are in a hex
where other units attack from or are attacked are
affected by the combar results. Non-participating
units may not attack nor be attacked for the duration of the Combat Phase, although they may be
used to fulfill divisional integrity requirements (sec
9,4).

strength chit when chosen. From the moment a
strength chit is picked, it must remain underneath
its parent combat unit until this unit is eliminated
or reduced to cadre status due to combat. Once a
unit has had a strength chit picked for it, it may not
own another for the remainder of the game.
[8.32] Both Players possess units of three different morale ratings (1, 2, and 3). Each one of
these states of morale has a set of differently
numbered strength chits. Before the start of the

game, each one of these different sets of strength
chits should be separated and placed in their own
morale pool — preferably in a wide-mouthed cup,

but anything that can hold each entire set is accept-

able. Of course, it would be wise for the Players to

keep each morale pool separated by rating even
when the game is not being played.
[8.33]

Many combat units do not have Combat Strengths
printed on their counters. Rather, these units are
of indeterminate strength until they have participated in combat for the first time during a game.
This strength is a function of a unit’s Combat
Class and Morale Rating (both printed on the
counter itself}. The unit’s strength will be represented on a numbered chit (chosen at the moment
of first combat), which is carried underneath its
‘parent’? combat unit until it is eliminated as a
result of combat. In general, the Enemy Player
may never examine an owning Player’s chit unless
the owning Player’s unit is about to perform com-

bal.

PROCEDURE:
a regiment

placed underneath the combat unit. The owning
Player determines the unit’s combat class and
locates this letter on the unit’s strength chit. The

number immediately adjacent to this letter on the
strength chit is the Combat Strength of the unit in
question.

CASES:
COMBAT CLASSES

Regimental and brigade-sized combat units belong

toa specific combat class, A combat class is simply
a letter which appears on a combat unit counter in-

dicating in very general terms the size of the unit in
question. Both Players possess units of combat
classes ‘‘A’’ (largest), ‘‘B,’’ and ‘*C’’ (smallest),

[8.2]

MORALE RATINGS

Regimental
and
brigade-sized
combat
units
possess an individual storale rating. A morale

rating ig a number which appears on a combat unit
counter indicating in very general terms the

capabilities of the unit in question, Both Players

possess unils with morale ratings of]
and 3 (best).

or brigade-size

unit is

(worst), 2,

[8.3] STRENGTH CHITS
[8.31] Astrength chitis simply a counter witha set
of numbers and letters on both sides. One of these
numbers will represent the Combat Strength of a
regimental or brigade-size combat unit that is
about lo engage in combat for the first time in the
game. The letters represent the combat classes of
the potential ‘‘parent’’ unit which ‘towns’’ the

those units have been committed to combat. This
examination may occur only at the moment of
combat, immediately before the combat ratio is
determined. After the die roll resolving the combat
takes place, the Enemy Player may not examine
the owning Player’s strength chits until those chits’
parent unils are again involved in combat. Note: It
is strictly forbidden for either Player to ever write
down the strength of a ‘‘tried’’ Enemy unit ona
Diece of scrap paper.

[8.5] STACKING AND
STRENGTH CHITS
[8.51] Strength chits never count for stacking purposes. A combat unit and its companion strength
chit are considered a single unit in themselves.

[8.52] Due to combat losses, a unit may be reduced to cadre status, and its strength chit removed from play (see Section 10.0). When a strength

chit is removed from
cumstance), it is always

play (due to any cirplaced back in the same

the ‘‘morale pool’’ corresponding to the morale
rating of the combat unit in question, The chosen
strength chit should be immediately placed underneath the parent combat unit.

morale pool from which it had come. It may be
chosen later in the game at random by either
Player.

[8.34] In order to determine the Combat Strength
of a unit that possesses a strength chit, it is
necessary tO compare the unit’s combat class (see
8.1) with the corresponding letter on the unit’s
strength chit. The number adjacent to this letter on
the chit is the Combat Strength of the unit in question.

Cadre, battalion-size, and artillery units never use
strength chits. These units have constant Combat

[8.35] Note that each strength chit is front and
back-printed in a different color. One side is the

**stronger’’ side and the other side is the ‘‘weaker’’
side. Whena
strength chit is first chosen for a combat unit, itis always placed with its stronger (front)
side showing. The weaker (reverse) side is used if
the unit is ‘‘reduced”’ due tocombat.

BS

or brigade-

sized combat unit is first performing combat
(either attacking or defending), the owning Player
must pick a strength chit for this unit. The Player
determines the morale of the unit in question and
picks a strength chit from the corresponding
morale pool. This strength chit is immediately

[8.1]

a regimental

Player must choose a strength chit at random from

GENERAL RULE:

in which

When

engaging in combat for the first time, the owning

[8.0] LIMITED
INTELLIGENCE

At the moment

STANDARD RULES, PAGE4

1¢3/
The German

126/48/13

is per-

forming combat for the first time. The unit is
morale level 1, so the German Player picks a chit
from morale pool #1. The chit is immediately

placed underneath 126/48/13 with the front side
facing up. Since 126/48/13 is combat class C, the
combat strength of this unit is 3.

[8.36] Due to certain stacking-combal restrictions
(see 7.2), some units may be adjacent to Enemy
units but are unable to attack or defend. Such
units would not have strength chits picked for
them.

[8.4]

LIMITED INTELLIGENCE

[8.41] The owning Player must pick strength chits
for his applicable units after his attack (or the

Enemy Player’s attack) has been declared (i.e., immediately before the die roll resolving each combat
takes place). Once a unit has been committed to an
attack (or has been attacked), it may not be withdrawn from the combat due to a ‘‘low’’ chit pick,
even if the ensuing ratio proves 10 be unfavorable
to the owning Player.
[8.42]

Strengths, obviating the need for strength chits
(their Combat Strengths are printed directly on the
counter). Since their strengths are constant, it is
unnecessary
Player.

[9.0]

to

‘‘hide’’

them

from

the

Enemy

COMBAT

GENERAL RULE:

BD
1171

infantry regiment

[8.6] UNITS WITHOUT
STRENGTH CHITS

Obviously, neither Player will know the ex-

act strength of any of his units that are about to
perform combat for the first time (although rough
estimates are possible from a unit’s combat class
and morale rating). After a unit receives a strength

chit, the owning Player is always free to lift up the
parent combat unit to examine the strength chit
beneath in order to determine the unit’s Combat
Strength. This examination may occur al any point
during the Game-Turn, as frequently as the owning Player desires. However, the Enemy Player

may never lift up the owning Player’s combat units
in order to examine their strength chits unless

Subject to the stacking-combat restrictions of
Case 7.2, Friendly units which are adjacent to
Enemy units during the Combat Phase must attack
those Enemy units, A given unit possesses a Combat Strength which is used when attacking and
defending. This strength may not be divided
among different combats. The Phasing Player is
termed the attacker and the non-Phasing Player is
termed the defender regardless of the overall strategic situation. The outcome of any given attack
may be affected by terrain, whether the attacking
and/or defending units have divisional integrity,
whether the attacker is eligible for a combined
arms bonus, whether either Player allocates arlillery support or air support, and by the supply
status of the attacking and defending units. Combat results include losses to involved units (listed in
terms of ‘‘steps’’; sce 9.8) and/or retreats.

PROCEDURE:
Total the Combat Strengths of all units participating in a given combat by examining the
strength chits possessed by the applicable units or
the Combat Strengths printed directly on their
counters. Next, the defending Player does the
same for all of his participating units, Compare
the total Combat Strength of the attacker to the
total Combat Strength of the defender and state
this comparison as a probability ratio: attacker’s
strength to defender’s strength. Round the ratio
down in favor of the defender to conform to the
simplified

ratio

columns

found

on

the Combat

Results Table (CRT). Next, determine the terrain
in the hex occupied by the defender. Cross-index
this terrain line with the proper ratio column on
the CRT. Make whatever shifts in the ratio column
that are necessary duc to divisional integrity,
ground support, hilltops, air power, or combined
arms, To resolve the attack, roll two dice and read
the result on the appropriate line under the proper
feontinued on page 35]
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{continued from page 26]

ratio. Apply the result immediately before resolvother attacks.

ing any

Separate combats

may

be

resolved in any order the Phasing Player desires,
so long as all of his necessary combats are resolved
at some time during the Combat Phase.

CASES:
[9.1] WHICH UNITS MAY ATTACK
[9.11]

Every non-Phasing unit adjacent to a Phas-

ing unit must be attacked by some Phasing unit
during that Combat Phase (Exception: see 7.2
and 9.13).

[9.12] All the Phasing Player’s units ending their
Movement Phase adjacent to Enemy units must attack some unit during the ensuing Combat Phase
(Exception: see 7.2 and 9.13). The Phasing Player
may choose which Friendly units will attack each
adjacent Enemy unit so long as all adjacent,
Enemy-occupied hexes are attacked.

(9.13] Any units occupying town or entrenchment
hexes (German units only — see 12.0) are not
obligated to attack adjacent Enemy units during
the Friendly Combat Phase. If they choose to attack adjacent Enemy units, they are only obligated
to attack one adjacent stack, although they may
attack more if the owning Player desires. Enemy

units adjacent to Friendly units in towns or
entrenchments are still obligated to attack those
Friendly units during the Enemy Combat Phase

(unless of course, the Enemy
town or entrenchment hex).

units also occupy a

(9.14) No unit may attack more than once per
Combat Phase, and no unit may be attacked more
than once per Combat Phase.

[9.2]

MULTIPLE UNIT AND
MULTI-HEX COMBAT

[9.21] If a Phasing Player’s unit is adjacent to
more than one Enemy unit, it must attack all those
adjacent Enemy units (subject to stacking restric-

tions) that are nol engaged by some other attacking unit (Exception: see 7.2 and 9,13).

[9.22] Units in two or more different hexes may
combine their Combat Strengths to attack a single,
adjacent hex.
[9.23] All units in a given hex must be attacked as
The
Strength.
Combat
combined
a single,
defender may not withhold a unit in a hex under
attack except due to stacking restrictions (sce 7.2).
[9.24] When a single hex contains more than one
unit, each of those units may attack a different hex
at the owning Player’s discretion subject to the
restrictions of Case 7.2.
[9.25] A single attack
tacking and defending
tack to be resolved as a
units must be adjacent

may involve numerous atunits. However, for an alsingle combat, all attacking
to all defending units.

[9.26] If several units subject to a single attack are
defending in more than one hex, use the terrain
line onthe CRT most favorable to the defender.

[9.3]

EFFECTS OF TERRAIN
ON COMBAT

[9.31] Except in one instance (see 9,32), there are
no modifications to a unit’s Combat Strength due
are
effects
terrain
Instead,
terrain.
to
‘‘integrated’’ into the CRT. After determining the
combat ratio, simply determine the terrain type occupied by the defending units and locate the corresponding line onthe CRT.
[9.32] If a unit is attacked entirely across river
hexsides, its Combat Strength is doubled. If sucha
unit also occupies an entrenchment hex (see 12.0),
it is tripled in strength.

[9.33] If, at the instant a combat is being resolved,
a Player has a unit occupying a hilltop hex that is

STANDARD RULES, PAGE 5

within two hexes of a unit defending in the combat, the Player receives a Ailltop combat bonus.
When determining the distance between the hilltop

and the defending hex, count from the hilltop (exclusive) to the defending hex (inclusive). Note: The
hilltop combat bonus is available to both the attacker and defender; however, see 9.35.

[9.34] Each occupied hilltop hex may provide as
many hilltop combat bonuses as there are defending stacks within a two hex radius. An occupied
hilltop hex may provide a hilltop combat bonus
even if it is in an Enemy Zone of Control at the instant of combat resolution. However, an occupied
hilltop hex may never provide a hilltop bonus for
itself if it is being attacked.

[9.35] A Player who is permitted a hilltop combat
bonus may ‘‘shift’’? the combat ratio one column
in his favor. (If a Friendly unit is defending within
two hexes of an occupied hilltop, shift the ratio
one column to the left; if an Enemy unit is defending within two hexes of an occupied hilltop, shift

the ratio one column to the right.)

A maximum of

one hilltop combat bonus per combat is allowed.
If both the attacking and the defending Player are
eligible for a hilltop combat bonus, only the
defending Player receives it.

[9.4]
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DIVISIONAL INTEGRITY

Both Players may receive a divisional integrity
combat bonus in the attack or defense.

[9.41] If, at the moment of resolution of an attack, the Phasing Player has all the regiments of a

particular division adjacent to the Enemy units
that are the subject of the attack, the Player
receives a divisional integrity combat bonus. It is
not required that all these regiments actually par-

ticipate in the attack (although

at least one must

participate); it is only necessary for them to be adjacent to the Enemy units at the moment of combat resolution. Regiments fulfilling this require-

Note: In order to fulfill divisional integrity, it is
not necessary for German panzer or panzergrenadier divisions to employ their component tank bat-

talions.

[9.5] COMBINED ARMS
(9.51] Both Players are eligible to receive a combined arms combat bonus when attacking. In
order to receive such a bonus, the attacking Player
must possess a stack of units containing both a
tank unit and a non-tank unit (Exception: see

9.52).

(9.52) Any unit whose combat class identification
letter is parenthesized automatically receives one
combined arms bonus if it participates in an attack.
(Exception: see 9.54). Such a unit does not have to
have a tank unit stacked with it in order to receive
the bonus. However, the cadre side of a unit whose
combat class is parenthesized does not automatically receive the combined arms bonus.
[9.53] For each attacking stack that meets the requirements of Case 9,51, the attacking Player may
shift the ratio column one tothe right on the CRT.

[9.54]

If a stack of defending units possesses at

least One non-tank and one tank (or anti-tank)
unit, then the attacking Player may mever receive

any combined arms bonuses against this stack.
This is known as combined arms defense, although
no shifts are awarded on the CRT — it simply
negates combined arms attack. Similarly, no combined arms shifts may ever be awarded against
German units defending in an entrenchment hex

(see 12.22) or a stack that contains a unit with a
parenthesized combat class (see 9.52).

[9.55] If an attack is being made entirely across
river hexsides, the maximum number of combined
arms bonuses that may be awarded for this attack
is one.
Combined Arms Example:

ment may be stacked in the same hex.

[9.42] If a regiment of the non-Phasing Player is
being attacked and, at the moment of resolution of
this combat, it is adjacent to or stacked with
another regiment of the same division, the nonPhasing Player receives a divisional integrity com-

bat bonus.

[9.43] When a divisional integrity combat bonus
is applied to an attack, shift the final ratio column
one to the right on the CRT for each participating
division fulfilling the requirements of Case 9.41.
When a divisional integrity combat bonus is applied to a defense, shift the final ratio column one
tothe left on the CRT. (Note that these shifts are in
addition to any other shifts that may be applied to
a combat.)

[9.44] The
be awarded
is rwo. The
be awarded
is one.

maximum number
in an attack due to
maximum number
to a defense due Lo

DIVISIONAL

Infantry
Division
fatl)

Armored
Division

(U.S.)

Panzer or

Panzergrenadier Division

(German)

INTEGRITY

of shifts
divisional
of shifts
divisional

that may
integrity
that may
integrity

REQUIREMENTS

|
=| ||
a =

1-12
10/5/20 and 737/12 are eligible for a combined

arms bonus because one
other is a non-tank unit.

[9.6]

is a tank

unit

and

the

ARTILLERY UNITS

Artillery units may be used in combat in two ways:

either normally (using their printed Combat
Strengths) or ‘‘in support’’ (providing more advantageous combat ratios to units within range). ~

[9.61] An artillery unit that is adjacent to Enemy
Phase must
units in either Player’s Combat
employ its printed Combat Strength in combat (be
it an attack or defense). It may not employ a ‘‘support bonus’’ (see 9.62).

[9.62]

If, at the beginning of any Combat

Phase,

an artillery unit is not adjacent to any Enemy units

but is within three hexes of an Enemy or Friendly
unit that is defending in a combat, the owning
Player may apply a support bonus to that combat.
Each support bonus applied indicates that the
subsequent combat is resolved one column in the
owning Player’s favor on the CRT (to the left if a
Friendly unit is defending or to the right if an
Enemy unit is defending).
[9.63] In order to provide a support bonus, an artillery unit must be part of the same corps formation as at least one unit in the Friendly attacking or
defending stack.
[9.64]

Each artillery unit may provide a maximum

of one support bonus per Combat Phase. After it
is used, the artillery unit should be flipped over to
remind the Players that it may not be used ina support role again for the remainder of the Phase. The
total number of support bonuses that may be ap-
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plied per combat by a Player is two if an Enemy

stack is defending or one if a Friendly stack is
defending. It is possible for both Players to apply
support bonuses to the same combat. (In all combats, the attacking Player first announces if he is
applying any support, and then the defending
Player. This announcement is made before the
revelation of strength chits — if any.)

[9.65] If, due to advances or retreats after combat, an artillery unit that began the Combat Phase
not adjacent to an Enemy unit finds itself adjacent
to such a unit, the artillery unit may still apply support bonuses to units within range for the remainder of the Combat Phase.

[9.7] COMBAT AT HIGH AND
LOW RATIOS
Any attacks. made at ratios lower or higher than

those printed on the CRT use the lowest or highest
ratio columns provided by this Table. Any shifts in
the ratio column are made from the lowest or

highest ratio column.
duced voluntarily.

No

ratio may

ever be re-

[9.8] COMBAT RESOLUTION
[9.81] Each unit consists of a number of ‘‘steps”’
of strength, indicating the amount of losses that
the unit may take before being eliminated from
play. A step loss will reduce the unit’s Combat
Strength (or, in some cases, eliminate it from
play). Most units consist of three steps of strength.
Some smailer units may consist of only two steps.
All artillery, cadre, and battalion-size units consist
of a single step only.

to any ‘‘A’’ result. All defending units are subject
to any ‘‘D”’ result. Thus, if a Plaver elects to
retreat, all of his units involved in a combat must
retreat. If a Player elects to (or must) incur step
losses, any one (or more) of his units involved in
the combat may be reduced as long as the total
number of steps lost equals the requirement.
Example: A German stack receives a D2(2) result.
Immediately, the German Player reduces (wo units
in the stack by one step each. (Alternatively, he
could have chosen to reduce one unit by two steps
instead.) Next, the German Player must choose

one of the following options:

1. He may take two more step losses and not
retreat (only, of course, if he has these steps
available to him in the stack),

2.

He may retreat two hexes (see 9.9).

3. He may lose one step of strength and retreat
one hex (or vice versa).

[9.86] If the owning Player is required to take step
losses, he must first take these losses from those
units that actually participated in the combat. If
there are not enough steps available among these
units, he may take losses from units that are
stacked on the same hex but did not participate in
the combat.
[9.87] If the owning Player is required to take step
losses due to his own attack, he must first take
these losses from any of his tan&é units that participated in the attack. If the attacking Player possessed no tank units, he is under no further restrictions with regard to the manner in which these
losses are applied.

[9.82] The following is a summary of the number
of steps possessed by each unit-type:

(9.88]

1, Each combat unit whose original strength chit
possesses a Combat Strength of three or more has
three steps of strength. When such a unit takes a
one step loss, its strength chit is flipped over to its
reduced side. Of course, its new Combat Strength
will be smaller than the original. When the unit
takes a two-step loss (or it takes a one step loss
after having previously taken a one step loss), the
strength chit is removed from play entirely (see
8.52) and the parent combat unit is flipped to its
cadre side (see 10.0). When a unit worth three steps
loses three steps in combat, its strength chit is
removed from play and the parent combat unit is
eliminated.

[9.9] RETREATS AND ADVANCES
AFTER COMBAT

2. Each combat unit whose original strength chit
has a Combat Strength of two or less has two steps
of strength. When such a unit takes a step loss, its
strength chit is removed from play and the parent
combat unit is flipped over to its cadre side. (Note
that when flipped over, such a unit’s strength chit
will indicate zero strength — this is not considered
a step.) When a unit worth two steps takes two step
losses in combat, its strength chit is removed from
play and the parent combat unit is eliminated.
3.

All artillery,

cadre,

and

battalion-size

units

consist of a single step of strength only. If any of
these units are forced to lose a step in combat, they
are immediately eliminated from play. They never

possess strength chits.

[9.83] All combat results are expressed in terms of
steps lost and/or hexes retreated. The letters ‘‘A’’
and ‘‘D” on the CRT stand for attacker and

defender, respectively.

[9.84] All combat results are expressed in terms of
a number(s) preceded by the letters ‘‘A’’ or ‘*D.”?

[9.85] All numbers in the combat result which are
parenthesized indicate mandatory step losses for
the affected Player’s units, Those numbers which
are not parenthesized signify that the affected
unit(s) must retreat the indicated number of hexes
and/or take a step loss equal to the unparenthesized number result. All attacking units are subject

Combat Results Table

(see map)

[9.91] A Player may retreat his units due to an unparenthesized combat result (see 9.85). All retreats

are

expressed

in

hexes,

not

Movement

Points.

Retreats are always conducted by the owning
Player. When a retreat is called for, move the stack
as a whole (not each unit individually) according
to the following priorities:

hexes the defeated unit retreated (Exception: see
9.97). If a defending or attacking unit is eliminated
due to combat, the victorious units may freely advance the number of hexes remaining in the eliminated unit’s retreat result obligation.
[9.95] Advances
follows:

after combat

are conducted

as

1. Move each victorious unit individually. The
first hex entered must be the hex formerly occupied by the retreating units.

2. All units except those bearing a tank or
mechanized infantry symbol may advance the per-

missible number of hexes along the path of retreat

just conducted by the retreating Player. This move
is conducted hex-by-hex and may not deviate from.
the path of retreat. If an Enemy unil retreats

through an Enemy-occupied hex, the advance
along the path of retreat would have to cease prior
to that hex.

3. Units bearing a tank or mechanized infantry
symbol may now advance the permissible number

of hexes. These units may deviate from the path of
retreat — they are not obligated to strictly follow it
(except for the first hex — see 9.95 *‘1’’).

4. Regardless of what type the advancing units
are, they must halt their advance immediately
upon entering an Enemy Zone of Control, exclusive of the first hex entered in this advance. Victorious units are never required to advance. They
may halt their advance at any time during the
course of the advance.
[9.96] Mechanized infantry or tank units may
never advance or retreat across river hexsides
unless those hexsides are traversed by a road.
Units forced to retreat off the map are eliminated.

[9.97] Some combat
bold face. These are
cessful attacks and
Breakthrough attacks
in the following ways:
1. The attacking

results on the CRT are in
considered particularly sucare labeled breakthroughs.
differ from normal attacks

Player

determines

the path

of

retreat.

2. All units retreating due to this combat lose their
Zones of Control for the duration of the current

1. Toa hex that is the maximum possible distance

Combat Phase.

2. Toanon-Enemy-controlled hex.

3. The defending Player may not take step losses
in lieu of retreating (unless he is completely surrounded by Enemy Zones of Control).

from any Enemy unit.

In accordance

with these priorities,

the owning

Player may retreat his units in any way he sees fit
as long as no retreating stack enters the same hex

more than once.

[9.92] A unit may retreat through Enemy Zones
of Control (see 6.4). However, for each Enemycontrolled hex entered, the owning Player must

4, The attacking Player may advance all his
ticlpating units one extra hex more than the
vance normally permitted by this result (if
units are non-tank, non-mechanized infantry,
may deviate from the path of retreat in the last
advanced into).

paradthe
they
hex

lose One step of strength from any one unit in the

retreating stack.

(9.93] A unit may retreat in violation of stacking
limitations so long as this situation is corrected by

the end

However,

of the next Friendly
if a unit

retreats

Movement

onto

Phase.

a Friendly

oc-

cupied hex and that hex then undergoes an attack
in the same Phase, the retreated unit may never
add its Combat Strength to those of the units
already in the hex. If units in that hex then suffer
an adverse combat result, the previously retreated
unit is eliminated from play (its step losses do not
count in the determination of step losses in the new
combat).

[9.94] Whenever a stack is forced to retreat as a
result of combat, it will leave a path of vacant
hexes behind it called the path of retreat. Any victorious units which participated in the combat (or
which are stacked with units which participated)
are allowed to advance along this path of retreat

and sometimes deviate from it (see 9.95). An ad-

vance after combat may not exceed the number of

[10.0]

CADRE UNITS

BOs12

COR

Bs

17 Bx)

GENERAL RULE:
Every non-artillery or battalion-size combat unit is
back-printed with a cadre side. All cadres have a
printed
Combat
Strength
and
Movement
Allowance (they do not employ a combat class ora
morale rating). Cadres are formed when units take
step losses in combat, If a unit originally consisted
of three steps of strength, the cadre side of the
parent unit is considered the third step of strength.
Similarly, if a unit originally was worth two steps
of strength, the cadre side is considered the second
step. All cadre units themselves are worth one step
of strength. Cadres never exert Zones of Control,
and are considered a battalion-size unit for stacking purposes.
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[11.0] SUPPLY
GENERAL RULE:

[11.41]

PROCEDURE:
Supply determination for all purposes is made by

vy
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[11.4] WHEN A UNITIS “ISOLATED”

Units must be considered in supply in cider to use
their Combat Strengths and Movement Allowances without penalty, There are three possible
states of supply: in supply, out of supply, and
isolated,

both Players during the Mutual Supply Determination Phase of each Player-Turn. A unit in
supply at the beginning of a Player-Turn is considered in supply at all times during that PlayerTurn. A unit that is out of supply at the beginning
of a Player-Turn is considered out of supply for
the duration of the Turn, even if it moves back into
supply during its Movement Phase.

CASES:

“hexes traceable from a combat unit to a road hex,
and then in turn from that road hex along a contiguous path of road hexes to a Friendly mapedge
hex. None of these hexes may be Enemy-occupied
or Enemy-controlled hexes (unless they are occupied by Friendly units). Terrain does not affect the
tracing of supply lines.

WHEN A UNITIS “‘INSUPPLY”’

[11.21] In order for any combat unit to be in supply, the owning Player must be able 1o trace a supply line (see 11.1) six hexes (770f Movement Points)

A

unit is isolated

when

it is completely

unable to trace a supply line to a road hex, Place an
Isolated marker on all units that are determined to
be isolated during the Mutual Supply Determination Phase.

[11.42] All units that are isolated have their Combat Strengths and Movement Allowances decreased as follows:

1. If the units are
Strengths are ove.

attacking,

their

Combat

2. If the units are defending, their final Combat
Strengths are Aa/ved individually (round fractions
down).

3. If the units are tank, mechanized infantry, or
reconnaissance, their Movement
three Movement Points.

Allowances

are

4. If the units are not tank, mechanized infantry,
or

[11.1] SUPPLY LINES
A supply line is defined as a path of continuous

[11.2]

WEST

reconnaissance,

their

Movement

are halved (round fractions down).

Allowances

(11.5] AUTOMATIC SUPPLY
[11.51] All units which enter the map as reinforce-

ments are automatically in supply during the first
two Game-Turns in which they have entered the
map.

(11.22] Unless otherwise stated, the western mapedge is Friendly to the Allied Player and the
eastern mapedge is Friendly to the German Player.

[11.3]

[11.53] All German units which occupy entrenchment hexes (see 12.0) are automatically in supply.

[11.31] A unit is out of supply under the following
circumstances:
1. Itis able to trace a supply line to a road hex, but

this supply
and/or...

line

is

over

six

hexes

in

length,

2. The road hex to which a supply line is traced is
unable to trace a series of continuous road hexes to
a Friendly mapedge.
[11.32] Place an Out of Supply marker on all units
that are determined to be out of supply during the
Mutual Supply Determination Phase.
[11.33] All units that are out of supply have their
Combat Strengths and Movement Allowances
decreased as follows:

1. If the units are attacking, their individual Com-

bat Strengths are Aa/ved (round fractions down).

2. If the units are defending,
Strengths remain the same.

[12.0] ENTRENCHMENTS
GENERAL RULE:
Some
hexes
on
the map
are permanently
designated as entrenchments. These hexes can only
benefit the German Player.

CASES:

WHEN A UNITIS
‘OUT OF SUPPLY”’

their

Combat

Game-Turn in a ‘‘ground support’”’ role. During
each Game-Turn, the owning Player must keep
track of the employment of his Air Points on a
separate sheet of paper. Air Points may never be
eliminated.

CASES:

[13.1] GROUND SUPPORT
[13.11] Both Players’ Air Points may be used for
ground support during either Player’s Combat
Phase. For each Air Point allocated by the Phasing Player to an attack, the combat ratio is shifted
one column to the right on the CRT. For each Air
Point allocated by the non-Phasing Player to a
defense, the combat ratio is shifted one column to
the left on the CRT. When using an Air Point, the
owning Player need only state this fact aloud while
noting its use on a separate piece of paper.

[13.12] A maximum of one Air Point
allocated by each Player per combat.

may

be

({13.13] Air Points must be allocated by both
Players to a combat before strength chits (if any)
are revealed. The Phasing Player announces his

Air Point allocations first, followed

Phasing Player.

by the non-

[11.52] All units which occupy a Friendly mapedge hex (see 11.22) or a hex adjacent toa Friendly
mapedge hex are automatically in supply.

or less in length to a road hex from that unit and,

in turn, must be able to trace a supply line of contiguous road hexes of any length from this road
hex toa ‘‘Friendly’’ mapedge road hex.
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[12.1]

ENTERING ENTRENCHMENTS

There is no Movement Point penalty to enter an
entrenchment hex. Entrenchment hexes are per-

manent.
Player.

[12.2]

They may

never be destroyed by either

EFFECTS OF ENTRENCHMENTS

[12.21] German units defending in entrenchment
hexes have their Combat Strengths doubled (if attacked exclusively across river hexsides, their

Combat Strengths are tripled). It makes no differ-

ence what direction the attack
ment hex is coming from.

on

the entrench-

[12.22] Allied units participating in an attack
against German units in entrenchment hexes may
never receive a combined arms bonus (see 9.5).
[12.23] German units occupying entrenchment
hexes are not obligated to attack adjacent Allied
units during the German Combat Phase, although
they may doso.

3. If the units are tank, mechanized infantry, or
reconnaissance, their Movement Allowances are

halved (round fractions down).

4, If the units are not tank, mechanized infantry,
or reconnaissance, their Movement Allowances remain the same.

GENERAL RULE:

Note: All units have a minimum Combat Strength
of one.

Each Player possesses a certain number of Air
Points. Each Air Point may be used once per

[13.0]

AIR POWER

[14.0] REINFORCEMENTS
GENERAL RULE:

Both Players may receive reinforcements.
units appear during the owning Player’s
ment Phase on the Game-Turn indicated
particular game’s Game-Turn Track. Each

These
Moveon the
listing

of reinforcements includes the designation of the
reinforcing unitas well as its ‘‘entry hex.’’

CASES:

[14.1] MOVEMENT OF
REINFORCEMENTS

[14.11] During his Movement Phase, the owning
Player places any scheduled reinforcements near
the entry hex on the map called for. If more than
one unit is scheduled to appear in the same entry
hex during the same Game-Turn, these units are
deployed off-map, one behind the other, with the
lead unit poised adjacent to the entry hex. As each
unit enters the map, it must pay the terrain cost for

the type of terrain in the hex plus any additional
cost for hypothetical hexes that it would have to
traverse in order to enter this entry hex. These
hypothetical hexes are considered to be of the
same terrain type as the entry hex itself.

[14.12]

It is permissible

for

reinforcements

to

employ strategic movement in their Game-Turn of
entry as long as they remain at least three hexes

away

from

Enemy

Movement Phase.

units

at all times

during

the

[14.2]

RESTRICTIONS

(14.21]

If an entry hex is occupied or in the Zone

of Control of an Enemy unit, the Phasing Player
may bring his reinforcements onto the map within
three (or more, if necessary) hexes of the original
entry hex without delay.
[14.22] Reinforcements
may
delayed by the owning Player
wishes.

be
purposefully
for as long as he
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COMBAT RESULTS TABLE

[9.89]

DEFENDER’S

COMBAT

TERRAIN

Hilltop, City,
Level 4-6

RATIOS

(Attacker to Defender)

1-3

1-2

1-1

2-1

3-1

4-1

5-1

6-1

7-1

8-1

9-1

10-1

11-1

1-4

1-3

1-2

1-1

2-1

3-1

4-1

5-1

6-1

7-1

8-1

9-1

10-1

1-5

1-4

1-3

1-2

1-1

2-1

3-1

4-1

5-1

6-1

7-1

8-1

9-1

2

A23)

DI(1)

A2(3)

A2(2)

D241)

A222)

Al(2)

Al)

Al(1)

D3(2)

Al

D43)

D4(3)

a
4

Al(2))
Al1Q)

Al(l)
AIQ@)

D2(1)
AIM)

D1
DIG)

DI
DIG)

D2)
DI)

D2
DIG)

D2(2)
D220)

Al
Da2)

Al
D222)

D3(2))
D2t2)

D3(2))
O32)

D3{3)
D3)

5

Al)

Al@)

Al@)__

Ald)

Al(2)

D1

D1

Dit)

DA)

D222)

D2(2)

Dal2)

D2(2)

6

A2(2)

=A2(2))

Al(2))

=—-A2(2))—s

Al(Q2))—s

DI

DI)

DIG)

Di(2)

D222)

7

A3(3)

=A2(3)

=A2(2))

AQ)

AQ)

AIQ)~=—iDI)—Ss«éWSI A)
DI)
AIG)
AN)

8

A22)

Al(l)

Al(l)

A211)

Al(l)

AIG)

D2)

Ald)

DIG)

DId)

DIG)

D2)

D2)

9

Al(1)

Al(l)

Al(1)

Ald)

AI)

DI

Al

DI

Dil)

D2)

D222)

D222)

D222)

70

Al(1)

Al(l)

Al(l)

Al)

D1

D2(1)

DI

D201)

D2)

D222)

D22)

D222)

D3)

17

Al(l)

Al(I)

D1

DI!

Didi)

DI)

72

D1

D!

A2(3)

A222)

D2(2)

Al(l)

D22)
D222)

DIQ
D222)

D222)
DHX2)

DA2)
DX2)

DHK2)
D3)

DHX2)
DHX3)

DH3)
Da(3)

Woods, Swamp,
Town, Level 2-3

—

Clear, Level T
DICE

1. The letters preceding the results indicate to whom

the results apply.

SUMMARY

~—séDSAI) Did)

=6~DIG)~=«OiDIG)-~—sCO+DA)

OF SHIFTS TO THE RATIO COLUMNS

A: Auacker; B: Defender. Ratios that are greater than the right-hand

sq Shift one column to the right (if employed in the attack) or shift

2. Unparenthesized numbers indicate the number of hexes the player
owning the affected units must retreat those units and/or the number
of steps lost from the owning player’s units (see.9.85). The parenthesized number is the number of mandatory step losses incurred by the own-

2;
3.
4.
§.

retreat result is fulfilled.
3. A result in bold type

1. Combined arms combat bonus (9.5).
C. Shift one column to the left:

column are resolved using the right-hand column; rations that are less
than the left-hand column are resolved using the Jeft-hand column.

ing player’s units. These losses must be taken immediately, before any

indicates

a Breakthrough

retreating units lose their Zones of Control

(see 9.97).

All

for the duration of the

Combat Phase. In addition, victorious units may advance after combat
one hex more than the normal permissible advance.
Note that all shifts are cumulative; and that the exclusive rules for each
game may modify these shifts. Note also that not all terrain listed on

the Combat Results Table-is present in every game in the Victory.in the
~ West Series. Consult the map terrain key of the game being played. For

instance, hilltops, woods, towns, and clear are not considered terrain in
~_ Sicily (although a defender ina town receives.a column shift to the left}.

Holiday Greetings

from all of us
at SPI!

Reading from left to right. Top
Row: Michael Moore, Michael
George, John Butterfield, Ken
Stec, Mark Herman, Gerry Klug,

Manny Milkuhn, Paul Bandhold.

Second Row: Christopher
Wagner, Trish Christen, Jerry

Glichenhouse, Kathy Tennyson,

Brad Hessel, Richard Hom, Bob
Ryer, Ken Hedges, Ted Koller,
Mohamed Mohamed. Third
Row:

Beatrice Li, Lynne

Pridham, Carolyn Felder, Anna
Lombardo, Christine Fletcha,
Yvette Middleton. Seated:
Brenda

Freeman,

Toni-Ann

Shevock, Redmond Simonsen,
Wendy Herring, Sue Morgenstern.
Not Available at Photo Session: Eric Smith, Judith Ortiz,
Oonagh Neal, Barbara Nolan,
Samuel Small, Brian Walls,
Derrick Avery.

one column to the left (if employed in the defense):
.
:
1. Divisional integrity (9.4).

B.

Artillery support bonus (9.62).
Hilltop combat bonus (9.3).
Ground support (13.1).
Naval gunfire support (Sicily, 25.3).
Shift one column to the right:

1. If mud Game-Turn is in effect (Parton, 20.2).

2.

D.

If defender is ina town hex (Sicily 25.16).
:

Shiftapplicable number of columns right or left:

1. For any differencein elevation (Sicily, 25.14):

